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Greenfield Residential At 
The Lead For FTTH
Market a showcase for leading-edge technologies.

By Amy Cravens    InStat/MDR

The majority of 
developers and 
builders today are 

in some way introducing 
broadband technologies 
into new homes and com-
munities.  Developers and 
builders are becoming 
aware that in addition to 
the traditional community 
features, technology is also 
becoming an important 
facet of community design 
that homebuyers are con-
sidering in their purchase 
decision.  The Greenfield, 
or Master Planned Com-
munity (MPC), market is in many 
aspects a showcase for leading-edge 
technologies, as the dynamics in this 
market are often such that it is often af-
fordable to deploy advanced broadband 
solutions such as Fiber-to-the-Home 
(FTTH), and the pay-off greater, than 
in other types of neighborhoods.

FTTH is of particular interest in this 
market.  Much of the cost associated 
with new fiber-based networks is in 
the expense of digging the trenches in 
which to lay the fiber.  In new commu-

nities, these ditches are already being 
dug to lay utilities and thus it is an 
ideal opportunity to introduce fiber at 
this stage of a community’s evolution, 
rather than as an overbuild in an exist-
ing neighborhood.

Furthermore, from a business model 
perspective, the MPC is a desirable 
arena to introduce FTTH services.  
Often providers are able to negotiate 
with the developer for a financial safety 
net.  In many MPC FTTH projects, 
the provider demands a preset com-
mitment on behalf of the builder to 
purchase bulk services (often Internet, 
but occasionally television services), 
the resident being billed through the 
Home Owners Association (HOA).  
This allows for a guaranteed 100 per-
cent penetration for a minimum of one 

service, with the potential to introduce 
additional services to bolster ARPU 
among community residents. 

Yet the promise of FTTH, even in 
the MPC market where the cost dy-
namics are more supportive, has been 

slow to become a reality 
on a large scale, and it is 
only in 2004 that this an-
ticipated event will begin to 
transpire.  One significant 
barrier to mass deployment 
was the incumbent provid-
ers’ hesitancy to invest in 
a FTTH network.  How-
ever, commitments such 
as Verizon’s plans to pass 1 
million homes with PON-
based FTTH architecture 
in 2004 indicate a change in 
such stance.  SBC was early 
in the game from an RBOC 
perspective to introduce a 

FTTH play in the MPC market.  SBC 
targeted the 6,000-unit condominium 
project, Mission Bay as their FTTH 
showcase. Sprint will be introducing 
their first FTTH services to the devel-
oper market in 2004.  

Smaller, independent providers have 
been quicker to deploy FTTH.  For ex-
ample, SureWest has deployed FTTH 
to the 3,000 home Lincoln Cross-
ing community, offering telephone, 
Cable TV, Internet, and Intranet over 
the fiber network.  Texas based Eagle 
Broadband has also been very active in 
deploying FTTH networks, with over 
10 communities currently deployed 
throughout Texas.  

Some developers, frustrated at the 
low level of commitment to FTTH 
solutions, among existing broadband 
providers, have decided to take the 
initiative to become the community’s 
service provider.  The impetus for 
such a move can result from several 
causes, such as dissatisfaction with the 
established broadband provider options 
available, or having an existing provider 

“One significant barrier to mass deployment was 
the incumbent providers’ hesitancy to invest in a 
FTTH network.”
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withdraw from a project, or contention 
with an existing provider over the type 
of network to deploy.  

One example of this type of event is 
The Pinehills, located in Massachusetts.  
This community was partnered with 
Verizon, but Verizon withdrew from the 
project and the developer chose to have 
the development install and assume 
ownership of the fiber network.  Some 
of the larger developers have created 
their own CLEC to deliver services to 
their communities, such as Toll Brothers 
have done with their self-created CLEC 
Advanced Broadband.  While these in-
stances of developers choosing to offer 
the community’s service independently 
provides for an interesting case study, 
they are not the norm and considering 
the cost and skill impediments that will 
prevent many developers from following 
suit, they are not likely to become the 
norm either.

While the pace and scale of FTTH 
deployments is expected to increase in 
2004, there continue to be barriers to 
this type of deployment.  The cost of 
FTTH networks has decreased some-
what, and as the scale of these initiatives 
grow, cost will fall significantly more.  
There remain regulatory issues, howev-
er, often imposed at the local level.  For 
instance, the city of Lincoln required 
SureWest to not only deploy fiber to 
MPC homes, but also to homes outside 
the project be connected.  This reduces 
some of the benefit of deploying in an 
MPC, where a certain level of penetra-
tion is expected and costs are relatively 
contained.  Another potential concern 
among telcos is the ability to offer video 
services over the fiber network.  Video 
service is governed by each municipal-
ity, and is often influenced by the local 
MSO.  Without the capability of offer-
ing video services, from a financial per-
spective, it is more difficult to justify the 
cost of a FTTH deployment.

The master planned community 
continues to be at the forefront of new 
residential connectivity solutions and 
services. The variety of drivers and 
barriers that are acting on the market 
for FTTH, particularly in the Green-

field residential arena, has resulted in 
a market that is being compelled for-
ward, but also a market that requires 
a careful approach in defining the best 
opportunities and most appropriate 
solutions. While providers are express-
ing commitment to introducing FTTH 
to the MPC market, the future of this 
space largely depends on barriers such as 

service offering restrictions being lifted 
and drivers such as bulk service sales 
being maintained. 
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